INTRODUCTION

For higher education, the assurance of quality to others in what it does is a deeply held value. Yet, marks surrounding quality are not easily identified, clearly understood, or universally accepted. The consumer movement, among other societal factors in recent years, has nudged and in some instances pushed institutions of higher learning toward the specification of meaningful assessment measures and the subsequent reporting out to concerned parties indications of quality relative to institutional infrastructure and resources, institutional processes, and readily understood outcomes measures (Baker, 2002, p. 3).

Technology-enhanced teaching and learning has fundamental implications for quality assurance and accreditation that include:

- The reality that online learning technologies are reshaping some of the most fundamental and pervasive activities of learning and teaching.
- Digital technology will continue to change far faster than any other aspect of the academic infrastructure. Each new generation of technology calls into question fundamental values and practices with quality assurance processes, both externally and internally imposed, having roles to play in deciding what to change and what to regain.
- Computers and networked learning are being employed to broaden participation in higher education, with wider access to information and experiences. In many instances, these unfolding uses of technology are having profound effects on the identity, mission, and character of academic departments, institutions, and systems.
- Technology-enabled learning can trigger dramatic increases in costs with sometimes minimal educational payoff unless providers use careful planning, evaluation, and focused quality assurance processes.

Online higher education in multiple ways has challenged and been challenged by traditional quality assurance and accreditation processes. Online higher education alters the traditional faculty role, and it may alter many of the fundamental intellectual tasks of faculty. Moreover, many online initiatives separate curriculum design from curriculum delivery, replacing curricula designed by individual faculty or faculty teams with standardized course content. Critically, online learning can shift, in the case of some virtual university providers, responsibility for determination of academic standards from faculty to corporate leadership (Eaton, 2002, pp. 8-9). It is clear that the “continued growth of the global demand for distance education and the acceptance of the virtual university as a mainstream institution both drive the need (and also the technological capability) for more effective measurements of human and organizational performance” (Stallings, 2002, p. 53). This article assumes the understanding of online higher education to consist of that broad range of higher learning activities that include corporate training centers, nonprofit and governmental education activities, multi-state and international learning collaborations, and the distance learning efforts of individual institutions of higher learning both for profit and non-profit (Epper & Garn, 2004).

In this article we explore key elements associated with quality control and regulation of online higher education: (1) the learning outcomes movement, (2) national standards and guidelines which better ensure evidences of quality, (3) expectations of regional accreditation agencies for quality online delivery, and (4) institutionally adopted quality processes.
IMPACT OF THE LEARNING OUTCOMES MOVEMENT

Any discussion of quality control of online higher education must necessarily begin with a statement of the critical importance that the learning outcomes and learning assessment movement has had on the wider conversation regarding quality assurance. Multiple and diverse constituencies, legislative agencies, and accrediting bodies today demand improved accountability from institutions of higher learning in both online and traditionally delivered programs. These demands have resulted in a greater emphasis on learning outcomes assessment and learner-centered methodologies. Learning outcomes assessment not only assists an institution in the evaluation of the effectiveness of its programs, it provides the basis for continual quality assurance and improvement (Muirhead, 2002).

Historically, the assessment movement has its origins in the last decade. The 1990s saw a clear trend in which accountability became a critical descriptive term in higher education and, in particular, within the context of the virtual and online university (Stallings, 2002). It has been suggested that future historians of higher education are likely to observe that the latter years of the 20th century will not so much be known for educational problems solved, but rather for the intense national pressure brought by non-educators as well as accrediting and quality assurance agencies to change practice and theory in academe (Sewall, 1996). Increasingly online educators are being asked the same questions as their more traditional counterparts: “Can you provide direct measures of student outcomes? How much are students learning? And are they learning the right things?” (Erwin, 2001).

Given its nature, special consideration must be given to online learning that includes the need to address such questions as:

• What kinds of new learning and assessment opportunities are created through online learning?
• What pedagogies can be employed to support meaningful online assessment?
• What are the losses and gains of this medium for instructors and students?
• How effectively do old models and forms of assessment translate into the online environment? (Dunn, Morgan, O’Reilly & Parry, 2004, p. 39)

Critically, important questions have been raised regarding how learning communities are established and effectively assessed in the virtual higher education environment including, in particular, means through which high-quality interactions among students as well as student to instructor are nurtured (Palloff & Pratt, 1999). In short, assessment, in this context, is a manner of determining what students are acquiring in terms of general knowledge, thinking or performance-based abilities, theoretical and applied understandings, and so forth, and achieving as a result of their educational experience (Allen, 2004). The process begins with clearly articulated, measurable objectives at the institutional, program, and course levels. Those objectives can then be translated into specific goals, which can be measured through a variety of direct and indirect measures. The data collected from these measurements becomes an effective resource for measuring the overall quality of the educational experience and a powerful basis for ongoing improvement.

Whereas earlier assessment tended to focus on teaching, the focus of learning outcomes assessment in the online university increasingly has been on student learning. Prominent among those who have clarified the nuances between the teacher-centered paradigm vs. the learner-centered paradigm have been Huba and Freed (2000). They have emphasized areas of assessment that have increasingly become a focus of concern among online educators in the online university:

1. Students are actively involved in their own learning.
2. Emphasis is on using and communicating knowledge effectively to address enduring and emerging issues and problems in real-life professional contexts.
3. The instructors’ role is to coach and facilitate and, together, they evaluate learning.
4. Assessment is used to promote and diagnose learning.
5. There is an emphasis on generating better questions and learning from errors.
6. Desired learning is assessed directly through papers, projects, portfolios, and so forth.
7. The learning culture is collaborative, cooperative, and supportive,
8. Instructors and students learn together. (p. 5)